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Executive Summary
Unchanged for half a century, the conventional maintenance hole design is now a frequent 
and very costly source of many problems for municipalities and taxpayers. DECAST created 
and patented an enhanced maintenance hole design called the Integrated Frame and Cover 
Maintenance Hole System, also known as the IFC MH System. This report details the benefits 
and cost savings that are gained when conventional maintenance holes are switched to the 
IFC MH System.  

 •   Eliminates inflow & infiltration
 •   200% longer life-cycle
 •   Minimizes road deterioration
 •   Asphalt and granular foundation is never disturbed, no cold joints are created
 •   Maintenance/repairs are faster and less expensive, reduces traffic disruptions
 •   Increases sewer capacity and groundwater recharge
 •   Approved, specified and licensed across Ontario
 •   Saves millions of taxpayer dollars
  •   New Installation 30 Year Case Study
   •   $710,000 savings/year
   •   $21,300,000 total savings
  •   Municipality Rehabilitation 30 Year Case Study
   •   $3,152,778 savings/year
   •   $94,583,333 total savings
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About DECAST
DECAST is a leading Canadian infrastructure manufacturer, 100% owned and operated in 
Ontario. Products include high pressure water pipelines, bridges of all sizes, OPS and patented 
storm & sanitary systems, engineered precast structures and tunnels for utilities, subways 
and rail transit. 

The company has been involved in a number of the largest infrastructure projects in Ontario, 
many for the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO), including; Hanlan Watermain   
Project, Rt. Hon. Herb Gray Parkway, Highway 407 East Extension, Highway 427 Expansion 
Project, Union Pearson Express, Eglinton Crosstown LRT and Toronto‐York Spadina Subway 
Extension. DECAST’s 510,000 sq. ft. advanced manufacturing facility is located 10 minutes 
west of Barrie in Utopia, ON where there are over 500 highly skilled engineers, operators, 
machinists and welders. 

DECAST is a major contributor to local economic development, with a comprehensive local 
supply chain. An estimated 3500+ indirect jobs are created through local suppliers. DECAST 
is a proud local company that has continually grown its infrastructure solutions business, 
expanding 10 times over the past 30 years.

DECAST has IFC manufacture and distribution license agreements with Cedar Infrastructure 
Products, Con Cast Pipe and Forterra to provide multiple sourcing options: 

 
DECAST - Utopia, ON (August 12, 2019)   
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IFC MH System Overview

WE GUARANTEE
OUR PRODUCT!

DECAST created and patented (CA 2643874, filed 2008-11-14) an enhanced maintenance 
hole design called the Integrated Frame and Cover Maintenance Hole System, also known as 
the IFC MH System. The IFC MH System eliminates inflow and infiltration, increases sewer 
capacity and groundwater recharge, minimizes road deterioration, reduces MH rehabilitation 
cost and frequency, and provides substantial life-cycle costs savings compared to conventional 
maintenance hole installations. The IFC MH System can be installed on new and existing 
tapered tops, flat caps and chambers. Numerous municipalities and organizations are now 
specifying and accepting the IFC MH System. Over 3000 systems have been installed across 
Ontario. To demonstrate how confident DECAST is in the IFC MH System, there is a 25-year 
material guarantee for all systems that are installed following the correct procedures detailed 
in this report. Additionally, in the event of any third-party damage to the IFC frame and/or 
concrete components, most repairs are simple and quick using a DECAST recommended 
product. DECAST’s 24/7 Field Services Team can be contacted at (888) 835-7940 to assist with    
any repairs.

The IFC MH System eliminates the currently used grade adjustment rings for conventional 
maintenance holes. Conventional, standard “grade rings” split and crumble allowing unwanted 
inflow and infiltration which accelerates deterioration and failure of the asphalt road surface 
and granular foundation. Constant and frequent rehabilitations of conventional MHs are 
required due to traffic loading and the forces of the freeze-thaw cycle. 

 

IFC MH System Conventional MH 

VS 
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400%
Stronger
Grout

Standard
OPS Cover  

270%
Stronger
Frame

200%
Stronger
Adjustment
Unit

Standard OPS Cover
IFC Frame accepts the standard 
⌀ 624mm OPS covers 

Ductile Iron Integrated Frame
A telescopic ductile iron frame fits into the 
concrete monolithic structure. The IFC 
frame is embedded within the asphalt road 
surface, eliminating failures caused by 
freeze-thaw cycles. Adjusting the IFC frame 
and OPS cover from base to final asphalt is 
faster, easier and causes no disruption to 
the existing pavement structure. Additionally, 
future repairs are simple, fast and inexpensive. 
The IFC frame is 270% stronger than the 
old, conventional cast iron frame

Precast Adjustment Unit
Instead of multiple dry cast grade rings, 
the IFC has a 200% stronger single wet 
cast precast adjustment unit, extending 
the solid structure from below. Sizes 
range from 100mm to 550mm in 50mm 
increments

Engineered, High-Strength Grout
The joint between the adjustment unit and 
tapered top is permanently sealed by an 
engineered, prepackaged, rapid-setting, 
easily flowable, high-strength grout 
(50MPa), sets in 20 to 30 minutes. This 
grout is 400% stronger than conventional 
mortar

IFC Tapered Top
The IFC MH System has a revised tapered 
top section to accommodate one solid 
precast grade adjustment unit. Conventional 
tapered tops are standard dry cast 
concrete and the IFC Tapered Tops are 
high quality wet cast concrete 

400%
Stronger
Grout

270%
Stronger
Frame

200%
Stronger
Adjustment
Unit
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Old, FLAWED Conventional Maintenance
Hole Adjustment Method

 

The conventional method requires the mobilization of heavy equipment, including mobile 
saws and articulating excavation equipment in order to adjust maintenance holes in preparation 
for final (surface) course asphalt, as well as for maintenance hole rehabilitation projects.   
This method is flawed for the following reasons: 

The asphalt surface and granular foundation surrounding the maintenance hole is 
significantly disturbed and is no longer stable when a square perimeter is sawcut in to 
the asphalt and excavation of the compacted material takes place 

Not only is the asphalt and granular foundation completely compromised, sawcutting 
asphalt and excavating existing road material is time consuming, disruptive and costly

The conventional method takes 1-2 hours per MH to adjust in preparation for final 
course asphalt, typically days before

Broken grade rings (moduloc) are very common and are constantly being replaced, 
often they fail after only 1-2 years due to poor design and point loading

When reinstating the surrounding material, adequate compaction and level of stability 
comparable to its original construction condition is rarely achieved, therefore             
increasing road deterioration, inflow and infiltration

Cold joints are created along the sawcut perimeter which leads to the final asphalt 
surface to crack and fail many years before it should, wasting many labour hours and 
costing thousands of dollars for each maintenance hole 

 •

 •

 •

 •

 •

 •

REMOVING ASPHALT, CREATING A COLD JOINT
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New, Superior IFC Adjustment Method
The adjustment method for the IFC MH System eliminates the time consuming, costly and        
inadequate steps that occur during conventional maintenance hole adjustments. When 
adjusting an IFC MH System from base course asphalt to final (surface) course asphalt in new 
installation projects, as well as for existing IFC adjustments, the IFC MH System provides the 
following advantages:

ABSOLUTELY NO SAWCUTTING OF THE BASE ASPHALT IS REQUIRED

The IFC frame is simply loosened from the asphalt using a pick

The IFC adjustment is completed during the placement of asphalt in a matter of minutes 

The asphalt and granular foundation surrounding the maintenance hole is never 
disturbed and remains properly compacted and stable 

Reduces construction time and minimizes traffic disruptions 

Cold joints are eliminated, base asphalt is not cut and remains strong 

The better IFC design makes for a far superior system that is more robust, has a longer 
life-cycle and has the potential to save millions of dollars 

 •

 •

 •

 •

 
 •

 •

 •
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Installation Processes
 
For new IFC MH System installations, the IFC tapered top (with the grouting bell as described 
above) is used. The lower sections up to the tapered top are the same as the conventional 
design. To rehabilitate existing conventional maintenance holes, or installations on flat tops 
and chambers, the IFC system can still be used but the installation procedure has some 
simple modifications. 

Once the road is constructed, the maintenance hole is to be adjusted to grade

Measurements are taken and an adjustment unit size is selected, available in 50mm  
increments, 100mm - 550mm

The adjustment unit is placed on HDPE shims to match the subbase height and required 
cross slope 
The top of the adjustment unit is to be 70mm minimum lower than the specified base 
course asphalt layer (50mm for asphalt and 20mm for the frame thickness) 

Step 1:  Setting the Concrete Adjustment Unit

New Installations

 

 

 •
 •

 •

 •
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An interior inflatable form creates a watertight seal to allow grout to be poured on the 
exterior to permanently bond the adjustment unit to the tapered top

The prepackaged, high-strength grout is mixed on-site to a fluid consistency to uniformly 
fill the joint. The shims are encapsulated within the grout

Removing the form reveals a clean finished surface that requires no further work

Step 2: Grout Joint to Create a Monolithic Structure  
 •

 

 •

 •
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The telescopic ductile iron frame and standard OPS cover are set into the concrete     
monolithic structure

The surrounding road subbase granular material is reinstated up to the top surface of 
the adjustment unit and compacted

Step 3: Install IFC Frame, Standard Cover, Backfill and Compact 
 •

 

 •
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An asphalt paver spreads asphalt across the entire road surface and drives directly 
over the IFC MH System. The crew following the paver adjusts the frame and cover 
during the process

A minimum of 50mm of asphalt between the frame flange and concrete adjustment 
unit at base course asphalt is required
 
Asphalt rollers drive directly over the frame and cover, compacting the asphalt under 
the frame flange and surrounding area, this ensures proper cushioning and embeds 
the system into the road surface 

Step 4: Base Course Asphalt 
 •

 

 •

 •
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For final (surface) asphalting, the conventional MH installation requires cutting the            
base asphalt, excavating the granular material, and mortaring additional grade rings. 
The IFC MH System eliminates these time-consuming, expensive steps!

The base course asphalt and subbase are not disturbed during the placement of the 
final lift of asphalt. The frame is simply loosened using a pick or jackhammer chisel to 
raise the frame to the final height during the asphalting process 

Step 5: Final (Surface) Course Asphalt Preparation 
 •

 

 •
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Similar to Step 4: Base Course Asphalt, an asphalt paver spreads asphalt across the entire 
road surface and drives directly over the IFC MH System. The crew following the paver 
adjusts the frame and cover using pry bars 
An additional 50mm of asphalt is compacted between the frame flange and concrete 
adjustment unit 
Asphalt rollers drive directly over the frame and cover, compacting the asphalt under the 
frame flange and surrounding area

The IFC MH System is embedded in the road surface, as the road moves with the forces of 
the freeze-thaw cycle the frame remains flush and level, while the underground structure 
remains impenetrable, which protects the surrounding granular foundation 

•

•

•

•

Step 6: Final (Surface) Course Asphalt 
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Sawcut a square perimeter and excavate down to the conventional tapered top, flat top or 
chamber and remove existing grade rings

Typically, the cover can be reused and the conventional MH frame and most likely broken 
grade rings are discarded

Step 1: Excavation (only for existing MHs)

Rehabilitation, Flat Top and Chamber Installations

 •

 

 •
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Measurements are taken and an adjustment unit size is selected, available in 50mm          
increments from 100mm - 550mm

Step 2: Measure & Select the Concrete Adjustment Unit 
 •
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Center a 40” cardboard sonotube around the opening of the tapered top, flat top                
or chamber 

Using a hammer drill, drill 4 sets of 1/2” holes spaced evenly around the opening, 
50mm within the sonotube, to install the curb stirrups

This step creates the “grouting bell” that the revised IFC tapered top has to                
accommodate one solid precast grade adjustment unit

Step 3: Set Sonotube & Install Rebar Stirrups 

The selected adjustment unit is placed on HDPE shims to be approximately 100mm 
below the road surface and angled to match the required cross slope 

Step 4: Set Concrete Adjustment Unit on Shims 

 •

 

 •

 •
 

 •
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The inflatable form is inserted and creates a watertight seal to allow grout to be 
poured on the exterior of the adjustment unit, within the cardboard sonotube, to 
permanently bond the adjustment unit to the tapered top, flat cap or chamber

The rebar stirrups provide reinforcement and anchor the structure together

Step 5: Grout Concrete Adjustment Unit  
 •

 

 •
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The telescopic ductile iron frame and standard OPS cover are set into the concrete              
monolithic structure

The surrounding road subbase granular material is reinstated up to the top surface of 
the adjustment unit and compacted

Step 6: Install IFC Frame, Standard Cover, Backfill and Compact 
 •

 

 •
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Asphalt is compacted between the frame and concrete structure to ensure the frame 
is cushioned and acts as one unit with the surrounding asphalt

The asphalt roller compactor drives directly over the frame and cover

Step 7: Asphalt
 •
 
 •
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IFC Life-Cycle Cost Savings
 

 

 

Not only is the IFC MH System a more robust design compared to conventional maintenance 
holes, switching to IFCs can also save municipalities and taxpayers millions of dollars. 
Detailed below are case studies comparing total costs over 30 years for new and rehabilitation 
installations, IFC MH System vs Conventional Maintenance Holes. 

New Installations - Case Study
New MH installations in a municipality: 2000 maintenance holes 
 •    Multiple new subdivisions and/or new road, watermain and sewer construction  
 •    Isolated scenario, no external MHs considered for rehabilitation cycle

IFC MH SystemOld, Conventional Maintenance Holes

RESULTS IN 
$710,000 IFC SAVINGS / YEAR

Conventional MH new install cost: $3500-$4500/MH 
      •     Costs from various GTA contractors

Conventional MH rehab frequency: every 5-7 years
      •     Realistic frequency from Ontario municipalities

Conventional MH rehab cost: $2000-$5000/MH 
      •     Costs from various GTA contractors

IFC MH System new install cost: $3800-$4900/MH
      •     Costs from DECAST’s database

IFC asphalt repair frequency: every 12-15 years
      •     Projected frequency by DECAST

IFC infrared asphalt repair: $500-$1500/MH 
      •     Costs from DECAST’s database

$8,700,000

$10,700,000 $10,700,000

$14,000,000

$20,000,000

$32,000,000

$0

$5,000,000

$10,000,000

$15,000,000

$20,000,000

$25,000,000

$30,000,000

$35,000,000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

To
ta
l C
os
ts
 ($
)

Year

IFC vs Conventional Maintenance Holes (MH) Systems
2000 New Installations with Future Rehabilitations

Total Costs over 30 Years

IFC MHs (Rehab Cycle: 15yrs)
Conventional MHs (Rehab Cycle: 7yrs)

$21,300,000
Savings

$9,300,000
Savings

$5,300,000
Savings
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MH Rehabilitations - Case Study
Municipal maintenance hole rehabilitation annual budget: $5,000,000 
      •   Typical for large GTA municipalities

Number of MHs in rehabilitation cycle: 11,667 maintenance holes
      •   7 years of max amount of conventional MH rehabilitations while remaining in budget

IFC MH SystemOld, Conventional Maintenance Holes

RESULTS IN 
$3,152,778 IFC SAVINGS / YEAR

Conventional MH rehab cost: $2000-$5000/MH 
     •    Costs from various GTA contractors
     •    1667 MHs/year to be in budget

Conventional MH rehab frequency: every 5-7 years
     •    Realistic frequency from Ontario municipalities

Conventional MH rehab cost: $2000-$5000/MH 
     •    Future rehabs are the same cost as initial rehabs 

Conventional     IFC conversion/rehab: $3500-$4000/MH 
     •    Costs from DECAST’s database 
     •    1333 MHs/year to be in budget 

IFC asphalt repair frequency: every 12-15 years
     •    Projected frequency by DECAST

IFC infrared asphalt repair: $500-$1500/MH 
     •    Costs from DECAST’s database

$50,416,667 $55,416,667

$100,000,000

$150,000,000

$0

$20,000,000

$40,000,000

$60,000,000

$80,000,000

$100,000,000

$120,000,000

$140,000,000

$160,000,000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

T
ot
al

 C
os
ts

 ($
)

Year

IFC vs Conventional Maintenance Holes (MH) Systems
Existing MH Rehabilitations - $5M Annual Budget

Total Costs over 30 Years

IFC MHs (Rehab Cycle: 15yrs)
Conventional MHs (Rehab Cycle: 7yrs)

$94,583,333
Savings

$49,583,333
Savings
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Training & Certification Program
 

 

All contractors installing IFC MH Systems shall complete the IFC Training & Certification 
Program, offered free of charge by DECAST. All companies sign off on the training checklist and 
receive a certificate permitting the company to install the IFC MH System on future projects.
Trainers will not give a passing grade until the contractors prove they can follow the correct 
process. The current list of approved companies is maintained on the IFC website,                   
www.ifcmhsystem.com. Additionally, DECAST trains and certifies inspectors from municipalities 
and consultants as requested. 

Installation guides (compact sized hardcopies and downloadable electronic versions online) 
were developed for contractors to have a quick reference for proper installation procedures. 
DECAST’s shipping department notifies the Field Services Team of all IFC shipments to ensure 
those receiving material are trained and certified. DECAST completes continuous monitoring and 
inspections of all IFC MH System projects. 

The IFC website, www.ifcmhsystem.com, was created to be the central hub for all current IFC 
material; Installation Video, Brochure, Installation Guides, Certified Contractors & Partners, 
Manufacturers & Distributers and Contact Information. It is important to note, DECAST has        
manufacture/distribution license agreements with Forterra, Con Cast Pipe and Cedar Infrastructure 
Products to eliminate sole sourcing limitations. 

For Contractors, Municipalities and Consultants

 

reniarTytivitcA  Initial Representative Initial

Setting concrete adjustment units on shims,
shim stacks: 25mm MIN, 100mm MAX

Ensure distance from top of concrete adjustment 
unit to predicted surface of base asphalt is 70mm 
MIN

Ensure concrete adjustment unit is parallel (same 
slope) with road surface

Full understanding of the inflatable form and 
grouting process

Ensure 50mm MIN of asphalt is compacted under 
the frame flange

Ensure the frame is embedded in the asphalt with 
no movement after compaction

Ensure only asphalt is under the frame flange, 
**No shims under the frame flange**

**No shims under the frame flange**

Ensure 50mm MIN of asphalt is compacted under 
the frame flange, 100mm MIN total, base and 
final together

Ensure the frame is embedded in the asphalt with 
no movement after compaction

Ensure only asphalt is under the frame flange, 

IFC Training & Certi�ication Checklist

Base Adjustment

Base Asphalt

Final Asphalt

Trainer Signature

Company:  Company XYZ

Representative: Company XYZ Supervisor

Trainer: DECAST Trainer

Date:  yyyy.mm.dd

Representative Signature
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Quality & Standards

 

 

 

DECAST produces a large variety of precast concrete elements for multiple infrastructure and 
construction sectors. The following organizations create codes and standards that DECAST 
uses and conforms to regularly; ACI - American Concrete Institute, ASTM - American Society 
for Testing and Materials, AWWA - American Water Works Association, CPCI - Canadian 
Precast Concrete Institute, CSA - Canadian Standards Association, OPS - Ontario Provincial 
Standards and PCI - Precast Concrete Institute. 

CPCQA Certification Program
DECAST is a CPCQA certified plant. The purpose of the Canadian Precast Concrete Quality 
Assurance (CPCQA) Certification is to protect and serve the public from a safety perspective, 
by certifying precast concrete manufacturers who demonstrate the ability to meet national 
standards and other best practices. 

IFC Concrete Components 
IFC concrete components comply with CSA A257.4 - Precast Reinforced Circular Concrete 
Manhole Sections, Catch Basins, and Fittings and CSA S6 - Canadian Highway Bridge Design 
Code. DECAST mixes and batches concrete using state-of-the-art batching equipment and 
temperature and moisture-controlled cements and aggregates. DECAST concrete mixes    
conform to OPS 1350 or other governing authority concrete mix requirements. For all       
projects, DECAST’s curing process complies with the applicable CSA standards and follows 
the requirements detailed in the contract documents.

IFC Ductile Iron Frame
OPS 1850 states frames are to be ASTM A48M, Class No. 30B (gray cast iron) or ASTM A536, 
Grade 65-45-12 (ductile iron). Old, conventional frames are gray cast iron and the weaker of 
the two options. The IFC frames are a high grade of ductile iron (ASTM A536, Class 80-55-06) 
that exceeds the OPS 1850 ductile iron requirements.    

IFC Ductile Iron Frame
ASTM A536, Class 80-55-06

Old, Conventional MH Frame
ASTM A48M, Class No. 30B

IFC Ductile Iron Frame
 270% Stronger

350%-500% Higher Impact Resistance

Tensile Strength: 207MPa
   •  Maximum stress, breaks/fails at this point 

Yield Strength: No Minimum Defined
   •  Brittle material, will break not bend when 
        dropped or hit (i.e. snowplows) 

Tensile Strength: 552MPa
   •  345MPa higher than conventional frames 

Yield Strength: 379MPa
   •  Handles high impact forces without 
         bending or breaking  
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Current Status & Summary
Over 3000 IFC MH Systems have been installed across Ontario in the past decade with 
numerous municipalities piloting, accepting for use and adding the system to specifications 
and approved product listings. 

The IFC MH System is a superior system compared to the conventional maintenance hole 
design and is transitioning into the preferred municipal standard. Eliminate inflow and infiltration, 
replace the conventional cast iron frame with a 270% stronger ductile iron frame, 
replace fragile grade rings, minimize road deterioration, stop the constant/frequent             
rehabilitation cycle and save a large amount of money with the IFC MH System. 

Contact David Archer at darcher@decastltd.com or (705) 715-1269 if you have any questions 
or would like to set up an IFC Maintenance Hole System project.
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IFC MAINTENANCE HOLE SYSTEM
A SOLID, ROBUST, IMPENETRABLE MH SYSTEM THAT LASTS
MUCH LONGER THAN CONVENTIONAL INSTALLATIONS
   

   APPROVED, SPECIFIED & LICENSED ACROSS ONTARIO

   SAVES MILLIONS OF TAXPAYER DOLLARS

   ELIMINATES INFLOW & INFILTRATION  

   MINIMIZES ROAD DETERIORATION, LONGER LIFE-CYCLE

   DUCTILE IRON FRAME (270% STRONGER THAN CAST IRON)

   PRECAST ADJUSTMENT UNIT (200% STRONGER THAN GRADE RINGS)

   QUICK ADJUSTMENTS, LESS TRAFFIC DISRUPTIONS, IMPROVES SAFETY

www.ifcmhsystem.com

INTEGRATED
FRAME & 
COVER
SYSTEM

2021.03.01
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